REAL LIVES, REAL LISTENING
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Real Lives, Real Listening is a unique, topic-based series of 100% unscripted authentic listening materials featuring a wide range of native and non-native English speakers. These teacher- and student-friendly, ready-made materials are designed to train students to listen more effectively to informal spoken English.

The books in the Real Lives, Real Listening series
• train students in the vital skills needed to decode spoken English.
• boost students’ confidence in their listening skills.
• help students deal with features such as simplification, including linking, elision and weak forms.
• raise students’ awareness of the huge differences between spoken and written English.
• help prepare students for exams such as FCE, CAE, IELTS, and TOEFL iBT.

The author, Sheila Thorn, is an experienced teacher and materials writer with a particular interest in authentic listening. She is the founder of The Listening Business: www.thelisteningbusiness.com
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